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Chocolate Covered Strawberries
What You’ll Need:
2 lb fresh and gorgeous strawberries*

1 ½ cups chocolate chips or chunks (dark or semisweet are

my favorites)

½ teaspoon coconut oil

Optional toppings: sprinkles, coconut shavings, chopped

nuts, white chocolate drizzle or whatever else you like!

*Other fruit: You can absolutely sub-in another fruit for the

strawberries. It's total personal preference. Mom would

sometimes do a variety of berries, banana chunks, or even

apple slices. As with any Grossy recipe, play around and

have fun! If you really wanna get kinky, take two slices of

banana and place a little layer of peanut butter in between

them then dip in chocolate—HEAVEN!

What You’ll Do:
1. Rinse and dry your strawberries. You want all moisture from their rinse to be gone so the

chocolate will adhere to them. I like to leave mine out on a towel in a sunny spot for a bit.

2. When your strawberries are dry, we can begin to dip.

3. In a small pot on the stove, add 1 ½ cups chocolate chips or chunks (dark or semisweet are my

favorites) and ½ teaspoon coconut oil. Place over medium heat and stir until chocolate is

melted, glossy, and smooth.

4. Place a cooling rack over a pan or sheet of parchment. Grab your strawberries and any

toppings you plan to use. One-by-one, dip your strawberries into the melted chocolate (I like

to do a half-coating, so you can still see plenty of gorgeous strawberry). Place the strawberry

on the rack so the extra chocolate drips off. If you are doing any toppings, you can either

sprinkle the strawberry with the topping or dip it into a bowl of the topping. Some toppings

work better one way or the other, so play around with it!
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5. If your chocolate cools too fast before you have dipped all of your berries, just throw it back

on the heat.

6. Once you have all your strawberries dipped and topped, place them into the refrigerator until

the chocolate is firm and matte.

7. You did it! You can now enjoy some easy, fun and gorgeous treats.

8. Store your strawberries in the fridge. They will last for as long as your strawberries last.

Chocolate lives longer than fresh fruit.
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